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Editing and stuffing video, audio, and photos with MS Excel spreadsheet is no more a colossal task.
Create eye-catching slide transitions and animations with professional touch in no time. Share
presentation with your remote audiences, even if they donâ€™t have the PowerPoint installed, through
the web-browser. Manage household budget with ready-to-use templates in Excel. Why to put strain
on eyes, with easy-to-use analysis tools i.e. Sparklineâ€™s, spot variation in your database. Ever
imagined working in a group and co-authoring in Word, PowerPoint, Excel Web App, and OneNote?
Isnâ€™t a striking fact to get access to files and folders virtually from anywhere? How to stay in sync
with colleagues, customers, and friends?

Now, you might have got the sense, and needless to say that Microsoft Office 2010 offers it all. The
suite has been customized in different editions such as Office Home and Business 2010, Office
Home and Student 2010, Office Professional 2010 and Office Professional Academic 2010 with an
objective to permeate every walk of life.

Fresh installation and upgrade both methodologies are applicable depending upon the current
status of your machine. If you are running Microsoft Office 2007, you can choose the upgrade path
without considering much about the system configuration. Being mindful with the operating system
compatibility, you can have the pleasure to get the dip in the holy pool. In case, you are upgrading
from MS Office 2000, 2003, or Office XP to the 2010 itâ€™s recommended to affirm the system
requirements.

Here, you need to remove the older version completely to avoid any software conflicts. Plunged into
the problem, despite all? Boo! Its mean, you have missed something, run the Microsoft Fix It tool
which comes handy and available at no cost. It will detect and fix the problem automatically with the
least intervention from your side. Though, the wizard comes in English language, but it has the
caliber to fix all installation and activation related issues with other language versions of Windows.
In case, you are on a different PC, then you need to save the file on to a flash drive or a CD, and
then run it on the computer that has the problem.

Arenâ€™t you the lucky guy? Donâ€™t have a mess contact Microsoft Support to find a quick solution from
experts over the phone. They will remotely analyze the product problem and will take adequate and
right method to fix it. At times, editing of the Windows Registry settings is the only path to resolve
the matter. But donâ€™t get perplexed as the only initiative you have to take is to give green light for the
remote-session. Have a note on your screen, at the end you are offered with the detailed â€˜action
reportâ€™ and an â€˜interaction IDâ€™.

Microsoft help portal is pampered with solutions, so if eager to take the ownership of the issue, and
fix it yourself, then itâ€™s appreciable. Wade thoroughly, narrow down the search with categories such
as installation error, activation error or more, or put the error message in the search box, and the
desired solution will be in front of your eyes.
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The author is a technician at Techvedic Technologies, a firm that delivers end to end a titleMicrosoft
Support Microsoft Support to clients. Online computer repair, a titleMicrosoft Fix It Microsoft Fix
It,computer technical support, a titleMicrosoft Help Microsoft Help are few services offered at this
one platform along with many others.
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